
W8561-17-0021 Cadet Guided Battlefield Tour  
RFP Amendment # 1 
Questions from Bidders: 
 
1. For the benefit of the group, would DND/Canada consider buying group tickets for 
the Eiffel tower for the afternoon of July 30th (Day 11 of the trip) and make it a mandatory 
requirement that the successful contractor include accommodation for this activity in the 
itinerary?  
 
Answer 1:  No. 
 
2. In regards to Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT1:  
a. Please confirm that 12 full days mean arrive in Amsterdam on July 20 (day 1) 
depart Paris on July 31 (day 12).   
 
Answer 2 a: The “12 Full Days” includes touring activities from early on July 20th in Amsterdam 
to late on July 31 in Paris, but also includes full responsibilities until departure from Paris on 
August 1st, as detailed within the Statement of Requirements. 
 
b. Please confirm what ‘large scale map’ means. Do you want a 8.5”x11” page that 
has a digital image of the entire trip plotted on mapping software (such as google maps)? 
 
Answer 2 b:  ‘Large scale’ means that sufficient detail is provided for good orientation and 
overview of the entire trip and therefore Google maps may be acceptable. 
 
c. To allow for better reference and detail, would you consider amending this bullet for 
‘daily maps for planned activities; showing start point, activity/site locations and end point 
for the day’?    
 
Answer 2 c:  No, the RFP remains unchanged and assurance of clarity is left to the professional 
judgement of the Bidders. 
 
3. In regards to Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT2:  
a. Anne Frank House does not allow guided tours, please confirm an audio guide is 
acceptable for this portion.  
 
Answer 3 a:  Yes, refer to RFP Part 6, Annex A, para 10.3. 
 
b. Is participation in the Menin Gate remembrance ceremony mandatory or just a 
guided tour of the monument and laying of a wreath at any time?   
 
Answer 3 b:  Both activities are mandatory under the resulting Contract, however only the 
Menin Gate tour is mandatory for Evaluation purposes.   
RFP Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT2 b. is hereby amended as follows: 
Delete “b. Menin Gate Ceremony;”  
and replace with “b. Menin Gate;”   
 
RFP Part 6, Resulting Contract, Annex A, para 8.2 is hereby amended as follows:  
Delete “Menin Gate Ceremony (including a wreath laying).”  
and replace with “Menin Gate (Note: In addition to the tour, participation at the Menin Gate 
Ceremony including a wreath laying, is also mandatory.)/ (En plus de la visite, la 



participation à la cérémonie Menin Gate, y compris la pose d'une couronne, est 
également obligatoire.). » 
 
 
 
 
c. The Juno Beach Centre generally does not allow for a full guided tour, just the 
bunker portion. Is this acceptable?   
 
Answer 3 c:  No; refer to RFP Part 6, Annex A, para 10.3:  a combination of audio and guided 
tour of the Centre is required. 
 
4. In regards to Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT3:  
a. Is there a preferred activity, sight or attraction for ‘Dieppe’? Is the ‘Square du 
Canada’ acceptable?   
 
Answer 4 a: The specifics of the Dieppe visit is at the discretion and expertise of the Bidder. 
 
Is there a preferred activity, sight or attraction for ‘Ypres/Flanders’? Is the Brooding 
Soldier acceptable?   
 
Answer 4 b: The specifics of the Ypres/Flanders visit is at the discretion and expertise of the 
Bidder. 
 
b. Can you confirm the Dieppe castle is a mandatory tour – the main collection in 
the castle is a naval collection, art museum and sculptures?   
Answer: No, as written in MT3 -- Dieppe Castle is one of the 6 sites to choose from. 
 
The ‘Square du Canada’, ‘Dieppe Memorial’ or the ‘Canadian Dieppe War Cemetery’ 
offer an experience more aligned with the battlefield pilgrimage theme of the tour.   
 
Answer 4 c: Specifics of these visits are at the discretion and expertise of the Bidder. 
 
5. In regards to Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT4:  
a. Please confirm if a Government of Canada language capability evaluation will be 
required for a tour director whose mother tongue language is not English.  
 
Answer 5: No.  Any comprehension deficiencies will be addressed and enforced by means of 
the contract and replacement Resources would be at the Contractor’s expense. 
 
6. In regards to Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT5:  
Please clarify what will be considered as ‘proof’ for bullet C. If they are in the same 
building, is that acceptable? Some locations have the male and female rooms on 
different floors and wings of the property.   
 
Answer 6: Due to timing of hotel reservations, Bidders are only required to provide assurance 
that the hotel can accommodate co-location of Cadets and Officers.  According to gender and 
as necessary, CIC Escort Officers may also be divided and must co-located with the Cadets. 
 
7. In regards to Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT6:  



As proposed meal plans by contractor may change upon contract award and addition to 
the schedule of additional activities by technical authority, please confirm if menu 
selections are required, or if proposed meal plan is acceptable; such as:  

a. July 24 breakfast – continental style at hotel 
b. July 24 lunch – sandwich, fruit, desert item, beverage 
c. July 24 dinner – hot meal at area restaurant (minimum 3 options for 

each person – including main, side dish & beverage) 
 
Answer 7:  No, RFP Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT6 remains unchanged and sufficient 
detail must be provided in order for Canada to evaluate all aspects of that specific criteria.  
 
8. In regards to Section 4.1.1.2 Mandatory Criteria MT7:  
Does Canada have a specific attestation or format of attestation that must be submitted, 
or can this be included in Section III – Certifications as a line item as signed at the 
bottom of the page?   
 

Answer 8:  There is no specific form for an attestation. 
 
9. Will any snacks for the group in between lunch & dinner be required or will 
DND/Canada provide the snacks should the cadets be hungry between set meals?   
 
Answer 9:  Only the daily 3 full meals, as detailed within RFP Part 6 Resulting Contract Annex 
A, will be the Contractor’s responsibility.  
 
10. In regards to Part 5 – Section 5.1.2:  
Please confirm what is required to show ‘business competence’.   
 
Answer 10:  Assurance must be provided evidence of existence of each business and that it is 
properly insured to perform this specific requirement in Europe (Holland, Belgium and France); 
that the commercial vehicle to be used is properly certified; and that the driver is qualified and 
properly insured to perform this work.  
 
11. In regards to Part 5 – Section 5.1.3:  
If a company is incorporated and registered in a jurisdiction that does not require 
organizations to have a tour operator license, will you consider changing this mandatory 
criteria to allow organizations that have successfully completed similar nature contracts 
for DND/Canada who do not have (or technically require in their jurisdiction) the license 
and allow us to submit a response?   
 
Answer 11:  Yes.  RFP 5.1.3 is hereby amended “The Bidder must provide proof of the 
applicable license, permit or documentation that it holds to operate as a Tour Operator, Travel 
Wholesaler, Travel Agency or Travel Retailer.  However, if a company is incorporated and 
registered in a jurisdiction that does not require organizations to have a tour operator license, 
proof of previous successful experience is required. 
Toutefois, si une entreprise est constituée et enregistrée dans une juridiction qui n'exige 
pas aux organisations d'avoir une licence d'opérateur touristique, une preuve 
d'expérience réussie préalable est requise. 
 
 
12. In regards to Part 5 – Section 5.2.1:  

Please confirm what DND/Canada will consider a subcontractor: 



a. If a hotel is used to provide accommodations and meals, are they a 
subcontractor?    

b. If a motor coach company is used to provide transportation, are they a 
subcontractor?. 

c. If a guide is hired at a specific location to give a specific tour/activity, are they a 
subcontractor?  

d. If a guide is hired for the duration of the tour (or several days, are they a 
subcontractor? 

 
Answer 12:  a. b. and c. would be considered a service provider. d. Any person working hired 
under a contract and working directly for the Bidder but who is not an employee, would be 
considered as a subcontractor.  
 
13. In regards to Part 6 – Section 6.7.2:  
The current wording of the milestone payment is in set weeks, prior to travel date. As the 
2017 contract is likely to be awarded approximately 4 weeks prior to travel date and the 
option year trips would be confirmed 60 days before end of contract period (March 30 
2018); would DND/Canada consider allowing the 2017 milestone payment upon receipt 
of invoice and not set a firm # of weeks OR allow 3 or 4 weeks for 2017 and in excess of 
15 weeks for the option periods?    
 
Answer 13: The milestone’s due date should be read as “due not later than x # of weeks prior 
to travel”.  If a milestone is complete sooner, the invoice may also be submitted sooner. 
 
 
14. Some hotel accommodation providers require passport information for guests at 
the hotel; will this be available to the successful contractor? If so, does the contractor 
require any specific security clearances?   
 
Answer 14:  No security is associated with this requirement.  Hotels only require passport 
information at check-in and this will be provided directly from the travellers. 
 
15. Is the group flight arrival and departure times available?   
 
Answer 15:  No, flight times are not yet available. 
 
16. In regards to Annex A – Statement of Requirement – Section 10.1.4:  
Please confirm if the tour director is required to accompany the group inside security at 
the airport until they board their departure flight or if accompanying the group until they 
have checked in for their departing flight (and provide a contact number) is acceptable.   
 
Answer 16. The Contractor will not be required to go through security, but must remain 
available until the Cadets are on board the aircraft in case of cancellations or delays.  The 
Contract may be amended to accommodate any extension beyond the regularly scheduled 
flight, if or as required. 
 
17. In regards to Annex A – Statement of Requirement – Section 10.3:  
Some of the mandatory attractions/sites have guides (such a Vimy Ridge & Beaumont 
Hamel) that work at the location, but are not ‘professional licensed tour guides’. Some 
jurisdictions do not require tour guides to be licensed, please confirm if the tour guide 
must be a ‘professional licensed tour guide’.  



 
Answer 17:  This section remains unchanged and provides sufficient flexibility. 
 
18. In regards to Annex A – Statement of Requirement – Section 10.4:  
In regards to the ‘large scale map with all sites marked’ – as the tour will take place over 
3 countries, a ‘large scale map’ may not show much detail; would maps by region (I.e. by 
country) be acceptable and provide multiple maps to show the locations?   
 
Answer 18:  The same map as provided for Evaluation purposes will be acceptable.  
 
19. In regards to Annex A – Statement of Requirement – Paragraph 12:  
Are sofa beds, couches or cots acceptable OR must each person have an actual bed?   
 
Answer 19:  No, as per SOR para 12.2 - one bed per participant is mandatory. 
 
20. In regards to Annex A – Statement of Requirement – Section 13:  
a. It is stated that the contractor must provide all ground transportation – is this 
specific to the contractor’s planned activities and sites or also the additional ‘free time 
activities’?  
 
Answer 20 a:  Yes, all ground transportation must be provided by the Contractor.  
 
b. If the contractor is required to provide transportation for ‘free time activities’ – 
does DND/Canada have any specific activities planned?    
 
Answer 20 b:  No plans have been made at this time. 
 
21. In regards to Annex A – Statement of Requirement – Section 15:  
 
a. Please clarify ‘ensuring that CIC officers have a means of communicating with the TA, 
or representative, in case of emergency’ – is the contractor required to supply phones to 
the CIC officers?   Answer:  No.  
 If the Tour director has a cellphone available for the scheduled tour times, does this meet the 
requirement?  Answer:  Partially; cellphone availability must be 24 hours per day for the full 
duration of the trip. 
 
b. Is a written trip emergency plan required?   
 
Answer 21 b:  No, a written trip emergency plan is not required.  Security, however, remains 
the Contractor’s full responsibility, including provision of cell phone access. 
 
22. In regards to Part 4 – Section 4.1.2 – Mandatory Financial Criteria & Annex B – 
Basis of Payment:  
There appears to be a difference in the tables, can you confirm which one is required to 
be completed and submitted with Section II – Financial Bid. 
 
Answer 22:  As per RFP Parts 3 and 4, only the Financial Bid Table 4.1.2 is the Contractor’s 
responsibility.  The Basis of Payment is the Contract Authority’s responsibility. 
 
23. In regards to Annex C – Contractor Certifications:  



a. Can you confirm what “5.1.4 – Proof of Insurance” is in regards to. Is this in 
reference to Part 5 – Section 5.2.2?    
 
Answer 23 a:  Yes. 
 
b. Can you confirm what “5.1.5 – Status and Availability of Resources” is in regards 
to. Is this in reference to Part 5 – Section 5.2.3?   
 
Answer 23 b:  Yes. 
 
24. Is the successful contractor required to provide a criminal records check or any 
sort of security screening for the Tour Director? If not, is there any criteria that would not 
make a Tour Director acceptable to DND/Canada (i.e criminal record).   
 
Answer 24:  SACC 2003 (2016-04-04) Article 1 Integrity provisions—bid, applies. 
 
25. Will payment terms be 30 days or immediate upon receipt of invoice?   
 
Answer 25:  30 days, SACC 2010C Article 12 (2014-09-25) Payment period, applies. 
 
26.  Is it acceptable to offer tentative accommodations that will only be confirmed upon the 
bid being awarded? 
 
Answer 26:  As per Annex A, para 16.9, confirmations for accommodation reservation are due 
24 days prior to travel (19 July). Thus it is understood that the proposed accommodations 
included in the bid are tentative. However, as described in Annex A, para 12, we do expect to 
receive the names and details of those proposed licensed establishments.  
 
27 Please clarify if the quote required would be land only and that DND will be making flight 
arrangements. 
Answer 27: Confirmed, land travel throughout Europe is the Contractor responsibility and 
Article 6 of Annex A Statement of Requirements details DND’s responsibilities, including 
international flights.  
 
28. Once a provider is chosen, would payment for the 30 cadets and the 3 officers be made 
in full at this point?  
Answer 28:  No.  Payment terms remains unchanged and are detailed at Article 6.7.2 of the 
Draft Contract. 
 
29.  Since typically lunches are not included within a tour package, could they be 
removed as a mandatory requirement? 
 
Answer 29.  No. 
 
30.  What is the purpose of the brochure? 
 
Answer 30.  The brochure will initially assist Cadets in the preparation of their trip, and later 
provide a visual augmentation to the tour experience for the Cadets, as it will complement the 
oral experience provided by the various tour guides.  


